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1. What is ‘Green Passport’ seen recently in news? 

A. A Digital COVID Certificateallows ease of intra-European travel 

B. A passport made up from Re-cycling material 

C. A Passport for Diplomats who work for conservation of forests. 

D. None of the above 

 

2. Which of the following countries are listed in OPEC+? 

i. Azerbaijan 

ii. Bahrain 

iii. Russia 

iv. India 

Choose correct among the given codes: 

A. i&ii  

B. ii &iii  

C. i, ii & iii 

D. All the Above 

 

3. What is ‘Salwa Judum’? 

A. Civil militia group 

B. New species of zooplanktons 

C. Variety of soghum 

D. None of the above 
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4. Which committee of the following suggested for creation of CDS(Chief of 

Defence Staff)? 

A. Parliamentary Standing Committee on Defence 

B. Abhijit Sen Committee  

C. Kargil Review Committee (KRC) 

D. None of the above 

 

5. whose joint effort made an initiated – ‘National AI Portal’? 

A. Ministry of Electronics and IT&National e-Governance Division (NeGD) 

B. National e-Governance Division (NeGD)&NASSCOM and serves 

C. NASSCOM and serves Only 

D. Ministry of Electronics and IT,National e-Governance Division 

(NeGD)&NASSCOM and serves 
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OUTLINE FOR 6thJuly 2021 DQ 

1. Ans: (A) 

 The European Union implemented the EU Digital COVID Certificate (EUDCC) or 

the “Green Passport”, which allows ease of intra-European travel for passengers 

who have taken one of four recognised vaccines. 

 The list of approved vaccines does not include India made COVISHIELD & 

COVAXIN. 

 The move led to a sharp protest from India, as well as the African Union, as 

concerns grow over vaccine passports that discriminate against travellers from 

developing countries with limited access to vaccines. 

 With at least nine countries, including Austria, Germany, Greece, Iceland, 

Ireland, the Netherlands, Slovenia, Spain and Switzerland, agreeing to 

independently make exemptions for Covishield, and Estonia accepting both 

Covishield and Covaxin, there is hope that enough pressure will build on the 

EMA to include exemptions for Indian vaccines as well. 

 

2. Ans: (C)  

 Opec+ refers to the alliance of crude producers, who have been undertaking 

corrections in supply in the oil markets since 2017. 

 OPEC plus countries include Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Brunei, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, 

Mexico, Oman, Russia, South Sudan and Sudan. 

 Their goals: 

o The Opec and non-Opec producers first formed the alliance at a historic 

meeting in Algiers in 2016. 

o The aim was to undertake production restrictions to help resuscitate a 

flailing market. 

 

3. Ans: (A) 

 Salwa Judum was a civil militia group mobilised and deployed ostensibly to 

counter Maoist violence in Chhattisgarh, with the tacit support of the Indian 

State.  

 Salwa Judum became a law unto itself, harassing and killing people on mere 

suspicion, ultimately leading to the displacement of over 100,000 people.  

 Salwa Judum was declared unconstitutional and disbanded on the orders of the 

Supreme Court in 2011 
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4. Ans: (C) 

 The creation of a CDS was suggested almost two decades ago by the Kargil 

Review Committee (KRC), in February 2000.  

 Same salary and perquisites as the three service chiefs (who are also four-star 

Generals)  

 Apart from heading the department of military affairs, he will also hold the 

charge of permanent chairman, chiefs of staff committee (CoSC). 

 CDS will act as the principal military adviser to the defence minister on all tri-

services matters, the three service chiefs will continue to advise the minister on 

matters exclusively concerning their respective services. 

 Permanent Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee which has the three 

service chiefs as members  

 Head of the newly created Department of Military Affairs (DMA) in the ministry 

 

5. Ans: (D) 

 The National AI Portal is a joint initiative by Ministry of Electronics and IT 

(MeitY), National e-Governance Division (NeGD) and NASSCOM and serves as a 

central hub for AI related news, learning, articles, events and activities etc., in 

India and beyond.  

 The portal was launched by the union minister for Electronics and IT, Law and 

Justice and Communications, Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad. 
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